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Letter from the President
Dear University of Pennsylvania Community,
This report marks what I consider to be a phenomenal year for the Undergraduate
Assembly and the University of Pennsylvania. The UA worked on the most important issues
facing our campus - high costs of attendance and participation in student life, improving
the campus climate surrounding mental health, and making sure every student has access
to the resources she or he needs to thrive at Penn.
Throughout this report the UA’s different achievements are outlined in detail, but I want to
highlight some here. We acquired $8,000 in annual funding for Penn Wellness and
student-driven mental health programming (pg 30). We lobbied the Trustees and
administration to consider lower annual tuition increases (pg 10). We created a peer
community Wellness Guide with SHS, Penn Wellness, and the Penn Undergraduate Health
Coalition (pg 43).
This was also an unprecedented year for UA collaboration with other branches of Penn
Student Government. We worked with SCUE to institutionalize lower course costs (pg 44),
a more flexible pass-fail policy (pg 12), and more half-credit courses (pg 14). After a hateful
incident shook the campus in November, we partnered with the four Class Boards to host
Penn Community Night to bring our classmates together (pg 38). And we worked
extensively with SAC to create new club recruitment guidelines in order to combat Penn’s
hypercompetitive extracurricular culture (pg 26).
We also increased the UA’s accountability to the student body. In December, Sola and I
sent out the first mid-year platform update in years using the all-school listserv. We added
an input form to the UA website so that students can give us suggestions anonymously any
time (pg 29). We care deeply about being able to connect with our peers so that we
represent them well.
Being Undergraduate Assembly President has been one of the great privileges of my life. I
am so grateful to have had the opportunity to work on these projects on behalf of the Penn
student community. Thank you to everyone who played a role in making all this possible.
I can’t wait to see what impact our work has on Penn going forward.
All the best,

Kat McKay
Undergraduate Assembly President, 2016-2017
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Vice President’s Report
Sola Park
The Undergraduate Assembly is charged with representing students to administrators and
bringing students from different groups and identities together. To do this, the UA Vice
President in particular has the important role of serving as an advocate between the
diverse undergraduate student communities through facilitating communication and
collaboration to build a more supportive campus culture. The UA Vice President achieves
this charge through two main activities: fostering discussion about student group’s top
concerns with administrators in UA Steering and setting the agenda of the undergraduate
body on University Council.

UA Steering
UA Steering consists of 41 leaders of all the major student coalitions and policy groups at
Penn, coordinated and chaired by the UA Vice President. Together, these groups represent
the various channels of extracurricular involvement for all Penn students, including
student government, athletics, issue-advocacy, health, and the performing arts. UA
Steering helps to steer the agenda of the UA by suggesting projects and issues that may
affect any or all involved constituencies as well as work alongside UA members and other
Steering groups to advance particular projects. The goal of UA Steering is two-pronged. On
one hand, UA Steering provides students access to administrators. On the other hand, UA
Steering keeps student groups informed about and connected with one another, so as to
foster greater student collaboration across a range of interests and extra-curricular
disciplines.
During this session, UA Steering met biweekly to discuss pertinent campus issues and the
resources available to tackle these issues. This body hosted administrators from the
Provost’s office including Provost Vincent Price, Office of the Executive Vice President
including EVP Craig Carnaroli, Office of Admissions including Dean of Admissions Eric
Furda, Division of the Vice Provost for University Life, Student Financial Services, Perry
World House, the Chaplain’s Office and Penn Violence Prevention. With these
administrators, we discussed difficult yet pertinent issues affecting student groups on
campus like mandating Penn Anti-Violence Educator trainings within Greek Life,
discussing questions for the Task Force on the Safe and Responsible Campus community,
expanding resources for minority students, and revamping club recruitment practices.
While the main role of Steering is to connect students with administrators, one notable
difference this year is that I have worked to form a community between student groups
and include minority voices in important conversations. Particularly, I have changed the
structure of some meetings to include breakout sessions to discuss difficult issues like
sexual assault, mental wellness, and diversity and inclusion so that groups can brainstorm
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ideas for collaboration. In addition, UA Steering membership has expanded to include two
additional groups: Kite and Key Society and Penn First. With these additions of new groups,
the UA is able to foster more conversations that includes as many voices of undergraduate
students as possible.

University Council
This year’s mis- and/or underrepresented student group seat holders were:
Asian Pacific Student Coalition (Yen-Yen Gao), Assembly of International Students (Anny
Hu/Dhruv Agarwal), College Republicans (Sean Egan/Michael Moroz), Lambda Alliance (Ian
Jeong), Latinx Coalition (Ramòn Garcia Gomez/Caleb Diaz), Muslim Students Association
(Zuhaib Badami), Penn Association for Gender Equity (Brianna Krejci/Jamie Ye), Penn First
(Anea Moore), Programs in Religion, Interfaith, and Spirituality Matters (Nayab Khan),
Student Sustainability Association at Penn (Gavriela Reiter), and UMOJA (Tunmise Fawole).
These eleven delegates along with the delegate from United Minorities Council (William
Wang/Ajjit Narayana) and six UA delegates who represent the UA Presidency, UA Vice
Presidency, UA Speakership, and the four undergraduate schools (UA representatives are
listed on page 50), constitute the undergraduate delegation. As with previous years, our
delegation met before University Council meetings to discuss the agenda and prepare our
statements. During the meetings this year, we have been more active ever by coordinating
with each other using shared electronic documents and making inputs that represent the
stance of undergraduate students and student groups. This year especially, the
undergraduate delegation has a strong voice and presence at UC. The Nominations and
Elections Committee has also provided tremendously valuable support during
pre-meetings and done an exceptional job of expanding awareness of our University
Council matters to the student body.

University Council Flex Seat Allocation Bylaw Amendment
At the end of Spring 2017, the UA and the NEC amended our joint bylaws to change the
University Council seat allocation process in order to allow for more mis- and
underrepresented groups to hold seats on UC. Both organizations passed a bylaw
amendment to “trade” the default ownership of the three UC flex seats from the UA to the
NEC in exchange for seats on three Trustee Committees previously appointed by the NEC.
The UA will now select members internally to sit on the Trustee Committees on Budget and
Finance, Academic Policy, and Facilities and Campus Planning. This major shift in UC seat
allocation has been representative of the UA and the NEC’s flexibility and desire to give
more mis- and underrepresented groups opportunities to advocate for their constituents.
This also allows the UA to better fulfills the its unique charge of representing
undergraduates to the Trustees.
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Speaker’s Report
Riad Hamade

Developing Strong and Accountable Representatives
Ensuring efficiency on the UA is accomplished through membership education and
accountability frameworks. This year, the UA Speakership held four interactive educational
sessions that trained members to become strong members of Penn Student Government
(PSG). Education sessions included presentations on how the UA operates as a student
advocacy organization, how the PSG system functions, and how Penn functions as an
institution. In addition, the Speakership held occasional office hours for members to
receive advice on their projects and ask questions. As for team-building, the UA Cabinet
took part in a StrengthsQuest assessment through Career Services, organized by Travis
Shingledecker C17, and other activities designed for intense cooperation and working
together.
To ensure membership accountability, Cabinet met weekly to discuss what each member
was working on, providing input and monitoring quality. The leadership kept track of
project timelines and progress.

Uniting the Body
To bring the body together, the UA went on a leadership retreat at the Chamonix Mansion
in Fairmount Park. Through various trust and team-building exercises, members received
the opportunity to mingle outside the UA meetings. The Speakership held weekly social
events to ensure that strong relationships were maintained, which made the body more
efficient. In addition, more than 25 new representatives received mentorship through the
UA lineages program. Lineages would meet outside of UA meetings to engage in both UA
and non-UA activities.

Attendance Bylaw Amendment
Authored by Jay Shah C19, Naomi Kadish C18, and Eric Tepper C17
To ensure equal representation and hold members accountable, UA members are removed
from the body if they miss more than 25% committee meetings or 35% assembly meetings.
While the UA does not entertain excused absences, a member will not be removed if he or
she misses a meeting due to religious, medical, or other critical situations. This bylaw
amendment did not change the status quo, but now requires members who expect to miss
more than the allocated meetings in a semester to meet with the Executive Board within
the first two weeks of the semester to discuss their expected absences, which will be
treated on a case-by-case basis and presented to the body.
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Treasurer’s Report
Michelle Xu
2016-2017 Budget Committee: Nile Nwogu W19 (nileg@wharton.upenn.edu) and Max Grove
C20 (maxgrove@sas.upenn.edu)

UA Allocation Funding Breakdown for the 2017-2018 Academic Year
This year, the UA allocated $2,454,284, which was a 3.6% increase over the past academic
year’s allocation. The following chart is a breakdown of the budget.

UA Contingency Grants
Students for Justice in Palestine, A Night of Comedy with Amer Zahr: $397
Asian Pacific Student Coalition, Fighting for Visibility – Asians in Media Panel: $124
Philomathean Society, Philomathean Annual Oration with Jane Goodall: $1700
Nominations and Elections Committee, Class Board 2020 Fall Election: $73.77
Penn Taiwanese Society x Philomathean Society, A History of Asian Americans in Media:
$200
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Undergraduate Assembly, Penn Community Night: $573
Delta Sigma Theta, Penn Gent Competition: $126
Penn SLAP, AORTA Training: $200

Funding Steering Assembly
The Funding Steering Assembly is responsible for facilitating constructive communication
between all student-run funding sources on campus and for coordinating a cohesive
timeline for student group funding request timelines. This year’s FSA discussed initiatives
such as improving the Common Funding Application, directing SAC-recognized groups to
SAC contingency first, and improving communication between funding boards. This year’s
FSA comprises the Student Activities Council, Social Planning and Events Committee,
United Minorities Council, Asian Pacific Student Coalition, UMOJA, Latinx Coalition,
Tangible Change, Student Sustainability Association at Penn, Faith Fund, Penn Traditions
Alumni Engagement Fund, POCO Synergy, Penn Association for Gender Equity, Penn
Wellness, and the Assembly of International Students.

Addition of Penn Wellness and Assembly of International Students to the Common
Funding Application
This year, we added two new groups to the CFA: Penn Wellness, the mental health umbrella
organization and AIS, the international student umbrella organization.

New GAPSA Ex-Officio Position
Due to previous miscommunications in the past about mentoring funding, GAPSA has
invited the UA Treasurer to sit ex officio on their finance committee in order to better
communication between the two groups in the future.

UA T-Change Liaison
The Tangible Change Funding Board (“T-Change”) aims to foster community-building
within the University’s undergraduate population by funding collaborative events that
promote interaction among disparate audiences. The Board receives funding from the Vice
Provost of University Life. Due to this, the Board has more discretion in funding decisions
and freedom from the politics of student government. Nile Nwogu was the UA’s
representative to T-Change this year.
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Secretary’s Report
Jay Shah

UA Airport Shuttles
Coordinators: Jordan Andrews C20 (andjor@sas.upenn.edu), Simon Miller C20
(similler@sas.upenn.edu), Elena Hoffman C20 (elenaho@sas.upenn.edu), Maria Curry
(mariacu@sas.upenn.edu) C20 W20
The UA Airport Shuttles service provides a low-cost bus ride to the airport during
Thanksgiving Break and Spring Break every year. This year we were able to provide the
shuttles at a lower cost of $3 as a result of aid from Penn Transit. During Thanksgiving
Break, 597 students used the service. In the spring, we sold 463 tickets and issued a survey
to riders about their interest in a return shuttle service. The next UA will work with Penn
Transit to see if this is feasible.

Legal Services
Coordinator: Taylor Becker C17 (tabe@sas.upenn.edu )
The UA provides free, confidential legal consultation to Penn students. This year we
received 30 requests and 15 cases were resolved by the attorney. The 15 remaining cases
were resolved independently. The UA spent significant time marketing and publicizing this
service and we hope to continue this next year.
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Penn Labs
Directors: Adam Domingoes W18 (adamdom@wharton.edu) and Tiffany Chang
tifchang@wharton.upenn.edu) W18
Penn Labs is a team of developers who work to solve problems for the Penn community by
creating software and apps. Here are some of the highlights from the year:
PennCourseReview
This year Penn Labs spent considerable time improving Penn Course Review. They
incorporated new review data up to Spring 2016 and fixed issues with course listings in
departments that have changed names (e.g. OPIM to OIDD). They also created a new
feature, My Course Cart, to help students weigh their classes for optimal scheduling. Penn
Labs is currently working with faculty to bring back the comments and qualitative data to
help students better understand the courses.
Penn Mobile
Penn Labs is currently implementing
user interface design updates for iOS to
increase user accessibility. They are also
adding home page schedules and events,
a tab to access the academic calendar,
and a weather feature. They are working
on developing functions that will allow
students in college houses to see which
laundry facilities are open or in use at a
given time.
Office Hour Queues
This project aims to streamline the
office hour process across all classes at
Penn. This system would allow Instructors and TAs to better monitor their students’ needs
and create office hours sessions based on student demand. The OHQ Penn Labs is
developing, and which has not been released yet, has instructor and student views.
Penn Course Notify
Penn Labs has worked on several additions to improve Penn Course Notify. Students will
now be able to track all sections of a course without having to manually add each one. In
addition, Penn Labs is working on an opt-in newsletter that will suggest classes to you
depending on availability, professor quality, and course quality. They also plan on working
on a feature that will show you the demand of a course so students know how to rank it
during advanced registration.
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Academic Initiatives
In the 2016-2017 term the Academic Initiatives committee worked on a number of exciting
projects that sought to make Penn students’ coursework more manageable. Our projects
included working to expand half credit courses, develop an introductory Computer Science
course, and make academics less stressful by extending the deadline to declare a class
pass/fail. Through the hard work of all the committee members the administration heard
about the student experience in academic life at Penn and how they can work to make it
better.

Project Highlights
ADVOCATING FOR LOWER ANNUAL TUITION INCREASES

Kat McKay C17 (katmckay@sas.upenn.edu) and Eric Tepper C17 (etepper@sas.upenn.edu)
Over the course of the year Kat and Eric met with administrators from across campus to
get insights into how tuition is set each year and to advocate for lower annual tuition
increases. After meeting with President Gutmann, Executive Vice President Craig
Carnaroli, and EVP for Budget and Finance Bonnie Gibson, they learned that 60% of the
financial aid budget is paid for by other students’ tuition. The annual increase in tuition
consistently far outpaces both the rate of inflation and the annual increase in American
family income. Kat and Eric met with Trustee Committee on Budget and Finance Chair Bob
Levy to discuss how the Trustees take into account student needs when approving the
annual university budget. Eric served as the undergraduate seatholder on that committee
and made a statement about the upcoming tuition ‘red line’ - the point at which higher
education at Penn becomes too expensive for even upper middle class families to afford.
The UA hopes going forward that the administration and the Trustees think critically about
this ‘red line’ and lower tuition by less than 3.9%, to show their commitment to meeting
student financial needs.

CIS 001 COURSE DEVELOPMENT

Taylor Becker C17 (tabe@sas.upenn.edu) and Kat McKay C17 (katmckay@sas.upenn.edu)
This project is testing the feasibility of an introductory course for non-majors in the CIS
department. The course would be designed to allow students to learn to code without the
perception of taking a very challenging “weed-out” course. The specific steps that need to
be taken include meeting with different stakeholders, especially the CIS department. CIS
105 was introduced last semester, and it is important to determine if this course is
sufficient to meet student demand, or if CIS 001 would be helpful in addition.
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The Undergraduate Assembly held a discussion on this in the general body meeting format.
Taylor will be meeting with CIS department professors by the end of the 2017 school year
to discuss next steps. This project is going to continue through the next session.

OUTSIDE SCHOLARSHIP POLICY CHANGES

Ian Jeong N17 (jeonge@nursing.upenn.edu), Samantha Shea W18
(sshea@wharton.upenn.edu), Kat McKay C17 (katmckay@sas.upenn.edu)
Ian, Sam, and Kat worked with SFRS leadership to explore whether or not Penn can change
its policy regarding outside (non-institutional) scholarships so that students are
encouraged to pursue and win these scholarships. The current policy is that outside
scholarships first deduct from a student’s expected summer contribution, then his or her
work-study award, and then his or her Penn grant. SRFS senior leadership is working with
their peers across the Ivy League to collect data to determine if the policy can change.

INTEGRATING CAPS PROGRAMMING INTO NSO
Kevin Myers C19 (kevmyers@sas.upenn.edu)

Ensuring that freshmen and all students are aware of CAPS’ resources is a perennial goal of
the UA and the University. In order to increase freshman awareness of CAPS’ resources and
its physical location, both CAPS and Dr. Neil McDowell, Peer Advising Program
Coordinator, were contacted. Dr. McDowell appeared open to the idea of adding CAPS as a
required stop to the College Peer Advising tours. Further, Dr. Alaina Spiegel and Dr. Meeta
Kumar were interested in the idea of having a “CAPS Fair” on Innovation Plaza for Peer
Advising tour groups. Moving forward, logistics must be coordinated between the College
Peer Advising Program and CAPS in order to complete this project.

CRISIS TEXTLINE

Eric Tepper C17 (etepper@sas.upenn.edu)
Eric has been advocating for a text-based communication system to connect students in
crisis with experts across campus. He reached out to Crisis Text Line, which is a well
known texting service to see if they would partner with Penn. While Penn is not interested
in partnering at this time, Eric has received funding from Penn Wellness to help advertise
and get the word out about CTL. Eric is also reaching out to CTL about having access to a
list of Penn-specific resources.

CREATING MORE SPACES FOR PERFORMING ARTS
Jay Shah C19 (shahjay@sas.upenn.edu)
For years the performing arts community at Penn has been forced to use insufficient
practice and performance spaces at inconvenient times because of a lack of available space.
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Jay worked with the executive board of the Performing Arts Council to address these
problems, with the intention of eventually lifting the PAC moratorium on new groups. Jay
worked with EVP Craig Carnaroli and other administrators to try to identify existing spaces
on campus that can be modified to accommodate performing arts’ groups needs. This
project will continue for the next few years.

CHANGING PENN’S PASS/FAIL POLICY

Kevin Myers C19 (kevmyers@sas.upenn.edu) and Eric Tepper C17 (etepper@sas.upenn.edu)
Penn offers the option for students to declare a course pass/fail until the fifth week of
classes. However, this option is largely underutilized, keeping students from using the
policy to facilitate academic exploration. This project saw the UA, SCUE, WAB, and DAB join
together to develop a single policy proposal to bring on behalf of students. The UA passed a
resolution calling on CUD and the faculty to move the pass/fail deadline to later in the
semester.

PENN’S POLICY REGARDING EXAMS AND RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS
Eric Tepper C17 (etepper@sas.upenn.edu) and Samara Wyant C19
(wyantsam@sas.upenn.edu)

Eric met with the Council of Undergraduate Deans (CUD) in order to look into changing the
Provost Policy on Secular and Religious Holidays. The intent of this project is to expand the
list of religious holidays recognized by the University, and to ensure that professors make
accommodations for students who need them. Samara sent out a survey asking students to
describe their experiences missing coursework due to religious holidays, outlined in the
Social Justice part of this report.

CREATING DUAL-DEGREE ADVISORS

William Kwok W20 (willkwok@wharton.upenn.edu)
Many students at Penn are interested in pursuing an uncoordinated dual degree. However,
several students surveyed were frustrated with the lack of advising and aid available.
Advisors are usually only familiar with their own school and there is no specific advisor for
uncoordinated dual degrees. As a result, William conducted 5+ in-depth interviews with
students and presented the information and possible solutions to Scott Romeika, the Dean
of Advising for Wharton. The two suggestions William came up with are establishing an
advisor who is familiar with uncoordinated dual degree details and creating a network of
current dual degree students to help interested freshmen/sophomores informally. This
project will be continued during the next UA session.
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HUNTSMAN PROGRAM TRANSFER

William Kwok W20 (willkwok@wharton.upenn.edu)
Generally, students are allowed to transfer into coordinated dual-degree programs (e.g.
M&T) in their freshman or sophomore year if they find out that the programs suit their
interests after being accepted by Penn. However, the Huntsman program does not allow
for this to happen. This project sought to open the Huntsman program to transfers. After
interviewing several current Huntsman students and consulting with representatives of the
program, it was determined that the program would remained closed because of 1) a strict
curriculum that includes a study abroad module and a language requirement 2) a very close
community based in King’s Court that cannot be replicated if a student joins after his or her
Freshman year. As a result, this project is closed.

PREVENTING STUDENTS FROM TAKING 3 MIDTERMS WITHIN 24 HOURS

Calvary Rogers C19 (calvary@sas.upenn.edu), Taylor Becker C17 (tabe@sas.upenn.edu)
and William Kwok W20 (willkwok@wharton.upenn.edu)
Students are sometimes assigned 3 midterms in a 24-hour period, which is incredibly
stressful. This issue was raised with Rob Nelson, who then noted that there cannot be a
centralized midterm schedule for classes. Therefore, AI proposed the idea of having large
classes (~90+ students) offer the choice of ‘alternate midterm time’ – a model already used
by OIDD 101 and others. Because it is likely that one of a student’s three midterms is from a
large class, students can choose the ‘alternate midterm time’ for the large class and avoid
being overloaded. The next step should be reaching out to separate departments and
gauging the possibility of this solution. A resolution is being presented to the UA so that
this project can be carried forward in the next UA sessions.

XCAT STUDENT GUIDE

Taylor Becker C17 (tabe@sas.upenn.edu )
Students have been experiencing issues with the online External Course Approval Tool
which is used to determine transfer, credit away, and study abroad courses for all students
across all four undergraduate schools. Students encounter problems such as a lack of
website functionality and slow departmental approval of courses. Website functionality will
be addressed in the upcoming Next Generation Student Systems (NGSS) update. In order
to fix the other issues, Taylor solicited input from the Transfer Student Organization, Rob
Nelson (Executive Director of Education and Academic Planning) and Gary Purpura
(Assistant Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences). The result was to assemble an XCAT
guide for incoming students that would help explain the process, as well as some
administrative steps to help departments approve courses faster.
The completed XCAT Guide has been shared with Dr. Niel McDowell, who coordinates the
advising of transfer students into the College as well as to Dr. Molly McGlone, who
coordinates study abroad advising for College students. The guide will be included with the
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orientation/on-boarding material they provide to students. The guide will also be passed
along to transfer student groups and study abroad groups for them to distribute as they
see fit. It is also online on the UA website for anyone to access.

EXPANDING HALF-CREDIT COURSES

SCUE Chair Shawn Srolovitz, E18 (ssrol@seas.upenn.edu), Kat McKay C17
(katmckay@sas.upenned), Calvary Rogers C19 (calvary@sas.upenn.edu)
Many students have expressed increased interest in courses that meet less frequently or
more flexibly than the standard one-credit course. In response to this, SCUE (the Student
Committee on Undergraduate Education) and the UA are collaborating to expand Penn’s
half credit course options. SCUE developed a survey about half-credit courses that Kat sent
out through the all-school email. Using the results from the survey, SCUE developed a
comprehensive position paper on the subject, which was given to the Council of
Undergraduate Deans. Calvary and members of SCUE met with a few department heads in
SAS to push for a re-vamp of the half credit curriculum. They asked departments to set
“loose” rules and guidelines to make sure half-credit courses are a lighter burden than
standard courses. SCUE will continue to work on this project in a longer term capacity.

ADDRESSING NURSING UNEXPECTED FEES
Ian Jeong N17 (jeonge@nursing.upenn.edu)

This project sought to increase the transparency on Penn Nursing’s policy on unexpected
fees, including fines for being late to or absent from clinical or lab, transportation costs to
and from clinical site and costs related to lab coats, scrubs and additional nursing tools.
Penalties related to clinical or lab and transportation cost are burdensome to nursing
students, particularly high-need nursing students. Administrators in Penn Nursing are
evaluating how they can change policies regarding these costs going forward.

INCREASING ACCESS TO INTERNATIONAL EXAM PLACEMENT INFORMATION
Kevin Myers C19 (kevmyers@sas.upenn.edu)

Very little information concerning placement credit for various international exams is
currently available on Penn’s website. After discussing the prospect of adding placement
charts for various international exams similar to those offered for AP/IB, desk associates in
the Admissions Office insisted that policies concerning placement credit for international
exams change very frequently, making it unfeasible to record each policy in one single
location online. However, in the future, it would be possible to contact individual
departments and encourage them to post all relevant information cornering placement
credit for international exams on their website.
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CREATING A SEARCHABLE DATABASE OF ACADEMIC RESOURCES
Kevin Myers C19 (kevmyers@sas.upenn.edu) and Calvary Rogers C19
(calvary@sas.upenn.edu)

Tutoring and other academic resources at Penn can appear incredibly fractured to
students. Numerous tutoring and academic resources are available between the Tutoring
Center, college house tutoring, departmental resources, and others. Therefore, it can be
difficult for students to sort through these resources to find the help they need. Kevin and
Calvar proposed an online database of resources at Penn that students could search
through to help decide which resource best fit their needs. After meeting with Rob Nelson
and Jennifer Canose, they determined that creating a searchable database of resources
would be impossible because Penn offers an exceedingly high number of resources.

WHARTON BUSINESS MINOR

Naomi Kadish C 18 (nkadish@sas.upenn.edu) and Nile Nwogu W18
(nileg@wharton.upenn.edu)
Last year, Naomi and Nile began to work on a general business minor in order to give
students in the UA another option to develop a quantitative, applied business background.
The body passed a resolution to continue to work on giving students in the College an
opportunity to demonstrate their interest and expertise in business acumen. After
discussion with Rob Nelson, the Executive Director for Education and Academic Planning,
they learned that the minor would be more successful through an interdisciplinary
approach -- something more than a general business minor.
Throughout the spring semester Naomi and Nile began working more closely with
Wharton. Since Wharton students earn a B.S. in Economics rather than a Bachelor's of
Business Administration like students at NYU Stern, UMich Ross, or Georgetown
McDonough, a minor in "business" does not fit. The UA’s goal was to look at unmet demand
and act on realistic opportunities based on Penn’s academic structure. After looking into
combinations for interdisciplinary minors, it was determined that the demand for these
types of programs has been met to an extent. The lurking problem is that access to
Wharton's Finance departments is not open. Working with the finance department to
create more slots for non-Wharton student would help students who are not in Wharton
get the exposure they want to these types of courses.

COLLABORATION WITH THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROJECT
Sam Iacobellis C17 (saiac@sas.upenn.edu)

Sam Iacobellis began to facilitate communication between the organization that teaches
English to students from foreign countries and undergraduate groups on campus.
Furthering this communication between undergraduate groups and ELP will be crucial for
aiding the transition period for international students.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY AMERICAN CULTURE AND SOCIETY MINOR
Sam Iacobellis C17 (saiac@sas.upenn.edu)

Sam Iacobellis attempted to create a new minor for students interested in American
culture. After reaching out to various departments and Professors, it was concluded that
there was not enough student or departmental interest to offer the curriculum.

CURF GETTING TO KNOW FACULTY EVENT
Kat McKay C17 (katmckay@sas.upenn.edu)
At Cabinet’s annual meeting with CURF, Kat proposed that CURF provide resources and
host events to help students in majors with exclusively large classes get to know faculty in
their department. Students in these departments often don’t have personal relationships
with their professors, which puts them at a disadvantage when they need letters of
recommendation or want to do research in that field. CURF has planned an event on this
topic with professors from Biology, Physics, Chemistry, BBB, and Engineering for the fall
2017 semester.
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Dining, Sustainability, and Facilities
In the 2016-17 term, the Dining, Sustainability, and Facilities Committee worked on a
variety of projects that improved sustainability at Penn, aided students in interacting with
administrators, reorganized spaces on campus, and improved the quality of the Penn
Dining experience. After significant work by the committee’s membership, there were
several valuable projects completed that will have a lasting impact on the Penn community.

Project Highlights
OBTAINING RECYCLING BINS IN VAN PELT
Dante Miele-Elion C17 (midant@sas.upenn.edu)

Due to concerns about a lack of recycling bins in Van Pelt study rooms, Dante Miele-Elion
contacted Sal Caputo, the building manager of Van Pelt, to see if there was anything the UA
could do to remedy the situation. Sal ordered twenty-four recycling bins that have been
placed in the majority of study rooms throughout the library.

PENNCARD FEES

Elena Hoffman C20 (elenaho@sas.upenn.edu), Lawrence Perry C20
(lawperry@sas.upenn.edu)
After noticing how common it is for students to lose their PennCards, Elena Hoffman
reached out to Angela Goldston, the Director of the PennCard Center, and Barbara
Lee-Kruger, the University’s Director of Communications and External Affairs for the
Division of Business Services. After meeting with Ms. Goldston and Kruger, the PennCard
fee structure was revised from a $30 charge for every lost PennCard to a $20 charge for a
student’s first lost PennCard and a $30 charge thereafter.

MEATLESS MONDAYS PROGRAMMING
Kyle O’Neil E18 (oneilk@seas.upenn.edu)

After Cabinet’s fall semester meeting with Barbara Lea-Kruger (Director of
Communications and External Relations), Marie Witt (VP of Business Services), Michael
Randolph (Associate director of Penn Transit), and Doug Berger (Executive Director of
Business Services-residential and Hospitality), Penn Dining began planning an expansion of
Meatless Mondays for the Spring semester in conjunction with the Dining Advisory Board.
Following the meeting, a marketing campaign was designed in conjunction with the Penn
Vegan Society and the other stakeholders on the Dining Advisory Board. Meatless Mondays
began January 23rd.
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ADDITIONAL ELKAY BOTTLE FILLING STATIONS

Michelle Lu C20 (michellu@sas.upenn.edu) and Dan Hayes C20 (dahayes@sas.upenn.edu)
By contacting Daniel Garofalo, Director of Penn Sustainability Director, Dan Hayes and
Michelle Lu were able to get five new Elkay water bottle filling stations installed across
campus.

MAINTENANCE REQUEST FORM ON PENNINTOUCH
Kyle O’Neil E18 (oneilk@seas.upenn.edu)

Facilities and Real Estate Services added a link to the maintenance request form on
PennInTouch for College House residents on November 11th in response to a meeting with
UA Cabinet.

SPACE ALLOCATION IN POTTRUCK

Aliya Farmanali C19 (aliyaf@sas.upenn.edu)
Aliya Farmanali worked with Penn Recreation to see if they could better accommodate the
needs of certain groups on campus, such as those who dress modestly for religious
reasons. Aliya met with Katie Gold, Assistant Director for Aquatics and Risk Management
for Penn Recreation, to discuss the possibility of making the fourth floor of Pottruck a
space for student groups to reserve from 10:30 to 11:30pm. Currently, Aliya is
communicating with Scott Transou, the Penn Recreation Director of Facilities and
Membership Operations, who has brought this project idea to Penn Division of Recreation
and Intercollegiate Athletics (DRIA) leadership.

TAMPONS IN 1920 COMMONS

Michelle Lu C20 (michellu@sas.upenn.edu)
Michelle Lu contacted Thomas MacDonald, the Operations Coordinator for Penn Dining, to
have a new tampons dispenser installed. As of March 2017, Mr. MacDonald is in contact
with the vendors for Commons to see the options for dispenser installation.

ACCOMMODATING FOOD-ALLERGIC STUDENTS IN DINING HALLS
Aliya Farmanali C19 (aliyaf@sas.upenn.edu)

Aliya sought to make Penn’s dining halls friendlier for students with food allergies. Working
through the UA’s external seat-holders on Dining Advisory Board, Aliya learned that
students with severe food allergies could be exempted from having to pay for and use a
dining plan. However, this option was not publicized to students in the past. To address the
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oversight of informing students about the option to withdraw from the dining plan, Aliya
suggested edits to Penn Dining’s Dining Guide.

OBTAINING CLASS RECORDINGS ON RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS
Aliya Farmanali C19 (aliyaf@sas.upenn.edu)

Aliya worked to get undergraduate schools to record all classes that take place on
nationally recognized holidays, including religious holidays. Aliya looked into the possibility
of publicizing the link that allows people to request that a specific course be recorded.
However, Aliya learned from Jeff Douthett, the Director of Classroom Technology Services,
that this is not a service that students can request; only professors can request this service.

REORGANIZING GREEK-ECO REPS

Dante Miele-Elion C17 (midant@sas.upenn.edu)
Due to restructuring of the Eco-Reps program, the former program called Greek Eco-Reps
no longer exists. Dante Miele-Elion attempted to see if there is an interest in creating an
organization that will fill the role that Greek Eco-Reps occupied in the past. Currently
Dante is working to meet with Greek life representatives to see if there is interest in
bringing back the program.

COMPOSTING IN COLLEGE HOUSES
Aliya Farmanali C19 (aliyaf@sas.upenn.edu)
Aliya reached out to Penn Eco-Reps in the spring semester about residential composting in
Penn’s college houses. Aliya heard back from Rebecca Sokol, the Penn Green Campus
Partnership's Sustainability Coordinator, and met with Eco-Reps Sophia Leporte and
Tiffany Yung to see how the UA can support Eco-Rep’s composting projects. Currently, a
proposal is being tailored for composting in Rodin and King Court English College House
(KCECH).

GRADUATION CAP AND GOWN RENTALS
Dante Miele-Elion C17 (midant@sas.upenn.edu)
To explore the possibility of Cap and Gown rentals for graduation, Dante Miele-Elion
contacted Barbara Lea-Kruger, the Director of Communications and External Relations for
Business Services, to see if Cap and Gown rentals are an option, and, if not, if there is
anything the UA can do to change that. After meeting with Ms. Kruger, it was concluded
that Cap and Gown rentals would not pursued as a UA project.
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FIXING THE HEATING IN WILLIAMS HALL
Dante Miele-Elion C17 (midant@sas.upenn.edu)
After numerous complaints about the heat in the Silfen Study room in Williams Hall, Dante
Miele-Elion contacted Maria Romeo, who reported the problem with the heater to the
University Facilities and Real Estate Services. The problem has since been fixed and the
heat is now working.

ADDITIONAL STORAGE IN THE QUADRANGLE
Michelle Lu C20 (michellu@sas.upenn.edu)

Michelle Lu investigated the possibility of providing a place to store unwanted furniture in
the Quadrangle. However, the House Dean of Riepe College House, Dean DeTurck, stated
that there is not enough space in the Quadrangle. Unfortunately, utilizing School Storage
will require out-of-pocket payments which may present a challenge for students with
financial need. The project has been brought to the Residential Services Advisory Board for
further investigation.
PENN DINING GUIDE EDITS
Santosh Nori C19 (snori@sas.upenn.edu)
Santosh Nori attempted to reform the Dining Guide after noticing that there was no
information in the guide pertaining to students with non-traditional nutritional needs.
Prior to this year, the Dining Guide lacked information relevant to freshmen who did not
intend to utilize their dining plans in a conventional way. For example, students who were
vegetarian, or students with allergies, would not be able to eat all of the food offered at the
dining halls and eateries on campus. As such, this year’s dining guide was edited to include
information pertinent to these individuals.

SPACE FOR MEN’S CLUB BASKETBALL
Kyle O’Neil E18 (oneilk@seas.upenn.edu)
Kat McKay and Kyle O’Neil met with Men’s Club Basketball leadership to try and figure out
how they can obtain discounted practice space and get recognized by Sports Club Council
(SCC). Kyle followed up with Sarah Shouvlin (Assistant Director, Sport Clubs) and SCC
leadership and has been in touch with the Division of Recreation and Intercollegiate
Athletics to keep the project moving forward.
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HAMILTON WALK GATE

Michelle Lu C20 (michellu@sas.upenn.edu)
Michelle Lu proposed opening a gate to Hamilton Walk from the Quadrangle to Damesa
Bennett, a Building Manager for Facilities and Real Estate Services. However, the
components of the proposed gate were determined to be too expensive to build a gate for a
minority of the student population.

ADVERTISING THE TAKE YOUR PROFESSOR TO LUNCH PROGRAM
Santosh Nori C19 (snori@sas.upenn.edu)

The Penn Enrolled Students Survey (ESS) revealed to us students have a hard time
communicating with and getting to know Professors. To address this, Santosh Nori
attempted to improve the “Take Your Professor Out to Lunch Program” through
advertising, partially by getting in touch with Andrew Binns, Interim Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences.

NEW RECYCLING SIGNS IN HOUSTON HALL
Michelle Lu C20 (michellu@sas.upenn.edu)

Michelle Lu reached out to Tony Klaumenzer, a manager of Houston Hall, to install clearer
recycling signs to promote the separation of recyclable materials from trash and prevent
the contamination of the recycling cans. Mr. Klaumenzer concluded the signs would be
beneficial and simple to install. As of March 2017, the new signs are being installed.

INSTALLING TELEVISIONS IN THE HIGH RISE LOUNGES
Santosh Nori C19 (snori@sas.upenn.edu)

Santosh Nori aimed to get Penn Residential and Facilities and Real Estate Services to install
televisions in all of the lounges in the High Rises. Currently, only floors that house
residential programs contain televisions. However, Santosh felt having televisions on every
floor would be beneficial, as it would allow for more bonding on each floor, as students
would be able to watch many different programs together.

COMPOSTING IN HOUSTON HALL

Michelle Lu C20 (michellu@sas.upenn.edu)
In an effort to make Houston Hall more sustainable, Michelle Lu proposed the installation
of compost bins. Barbara Lea-Kruger, the Director of Communications and External
Relations for Business Services, investigated the proposal but determined compost bins in
Houston Hall are unfeasible due to the large numbers of customers unaffiliated with Penn
that visit the building.
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INSTALLING TELEVISIONS GUIDES IN HOUSTON HALL
Kyle O’Neil E18 (oneilk@seas.upenn.edu)

Kyle O’Neil coordinated with Tony Klaumenzer (VPUL Facilities) to post channel guides
near the televisions that can be operated by the public over Fall Break. The channels can be
changed on the side of the televisions.

BACKPACK CHECKS IN VAN PELT LIBRARY
Elena Hoffman C20 (elenaho@sas.upenn.edu)

Elena Hoffman spoke with Sal Caputo, the Assistant Director of Security and Operations for
Penn Libraries, after noticing that backpack checks were not well organized in the Fall
Semester. Following the conversation, a new backpack check policy was drafted that
includes a hands-on backpack check for students carrying books in their backpacks. Other
things that resulted from this program were friendlier security guards, a table that
students can set their backpacks on, and a training program for all security guards about
how to properly check backpacks.

TRASH CANS IN THE QUAD

Elena Hoffman C20 (elenaho@sas.upenn.edu)
In response to complaints about a lack of trash cans in the Quadrangle, Elena Hoffman
reached out to Mr. Damesa Bennett, a Building Coordinator, about obtaining more trash
cans. However, there will not be trash cans added to the Quadrangle due to aesthetic,
overflow, and animal infestation reasons. To address the issue, students were redirected to
the trash cans, as signs were placed over trash can doors.

EXTENSION CORDS IN FISHER FINE ARTS LIBRARY
Elena Hoffman C20 (elenaho@sas.upenn.edu)

After hearing from students that they were upset with the lack of extension cord outlets in
Fisher Fine Arts Library, Elena Hoffman reached out to Ms. Hannah Bennett, Fisher Fine
Art’s Librarian. There are plans in place to power up the tables (by adding outlets directly to
them like the ones in Van Pelt Library) and implement a new seminar space for group
studying in Fisher Fine Arts. Additionally, there are now chargers available for students to
borrow at the library.

WHARTON MAINTENANCE

Kanishka Rao W18 E18 (raok@seas.upenn.edu)
Wharton dedicates many resources to keeping high-quality facilities up and running for
students and faculty. While there is a fleet of employees searching for potential problems,
they often miss pain points for students (outlets and water fountains) for months at a time.
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Kashika Rao created a form for students to submit requests directly to Wharton
Operations, which enabled students to resolve multiple issues including over 20 outlets, a
broken vending machine, and multiple faulty faucet sensors. Next steps include a publicity
campaign throughout Wharton buildings and potentially adding a maintenance submission
form on the Wharton Connect app.

PENN TRANSIT ADVISORY BOARD

Kanishka Rao W18 E18 (raok@seas.upenn.edu)
This year, Penn Transit added a new fleet of painted busses that have been running
regularly on their two lines. In addition, the SEPTA Travel Center@Penn was launched in
the Penn Bookstore, where SEPTA employees assist Penn students in finding the ideal
routes to various places using SEPTA, Penn Transit, NJ Transit, and many other
transportation options. Kanishka was able to speak at the grand opening ceremony
alongside Business Services and SEPTA executive.
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Student Life
The Student Life Committee is responsible for responding to student concerns from all
across Penn. We focus on how to most effectively improve the student experience for
undergraduates on a more direct and tangible level. This committee focuses on what
students are concerned with on a daily basis, including implementing projects on student
health & safety and campus engagement.

Project Highlights
Reducing Student Group Exclusivity

Brian Goldstein C20 (brgold@sas.upenn.edu), Jay Shah C19 (shahjay@sas.upenn.edu),
Michelle Xu C18 (michx@sas.upenn.edu), Michael Krone C19 (mkrone@sas.upenn.edu), and
Kat McKay C17 (katmckay@sas.upenn.edu), SAC Executive Board
The goal of the project was to reduce the exclusivity of clubs on campus by instating
guidelines for their recruitment processes. This project was intended to reduce the stress
put on new students driven by Penn’s hypercompetitive extracurricular culture. UA
members met with administrators, SAC, and Wharton Council Co-Chairs to design
effective and fair recruitment guidelines. SAC executive members will enforce the
guidelines starting in the Fall of 2017.

TA GUIDE TO PENN UNDERGRAD

Sam Iacobellis C17 (saiac@sas.upenn.edu), Kat McKay C17 (katmckay@sas.upenn.edu),
Michael Krone C19 (mkrone@sas.upenn.edu)
After collaboration from both the Academic Initiaties committee and the Communications
Team, the UA created a guide for teaching assistants across the university. The guide
highlights the academic and extracurricular life of students in each of the four
undergraduate schools. The guide will be used in order to aid TAs in gauging how to offer
assistance and craft lesson plans to aid their students. The guide was sent to GAPSA to
send out to their constituents and is also on the UA website for anyone to access.

PENN BENJAMINS COLLABORATION

Jason Kim C20 (jasonks@sas.upenn.edu) and Simon Miller C20 (similler@sas.upenn.edu)
Simon and Jason collaborated with Penn Benjamins, a student club that focuses on peer
counseling and mental health awareness, in order to expand their outreach capacity. The
UA’s short term goal is to get Penn Benjamins involved with OFSL and with mental health
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workshops for student groups. Next year the UA will look into finding Penn Bens a
permanent meeting space, hopefully in or near freshman residences.

QUAKER CAREER CLOSET

Gabrielle Jackson C17 (gjacks@sas.upenn.edu)
Pre-professionalism plays a large role in Penn’s culture and Penn students’ career goals.
Not everyone has the same ability to acquire resources that enable them to succeed in
their professional lives. To combat this inequity, the UA co-sponsored the "Quaker Career
Closet" with the Career Services Department. The "Quaker Career Closet" was a two-week
professional clothing drive, which solicited donations from undergraduates, graduate
students, and Penn faculty, followed by a "shopping" event in which students were able to
try on items and take them home. The "shopping" day was a success, with 165 students
attending.

STUDENT PRINTING STATIONS IN WILLIAMS HALL
Maria Curry W20 C20 (mariacu@wharton.upenn.edu)

Williams Hall on campus houses a variety humanities courses, the popular Silfen Student
Study Center, Williams Cafe, and over 14 conference rooms and 45 classrooms. Maria
recognized the absence of a student-accessible printing station in Williams Hall, and she
found the environment of Williams Hall conducive and highly favorable for such a station.
After working with SAS Director for Instructional Technology John MacDermott and IT
Director of VPUL Mary Spada, who manages the Silfen Study Center in Williams Hall, a
student printing station was installed for student use.

360-DEGREE DORM PREVIEWS

Michael Krone C19 (mkrone@sas.upenn.edu)
In Fall 2016, Michael researched the online information provided by Penn’s peer schools in
the Ivy League and other schools in Philadelphia to determine how best to convey the
interior view of College House rooms to incoming students and those living on campus.
With the exception of Stouffer College House, no interior views of rooms were offered by
Residential Services. The goal of this project was to emulate the system used by Drexel and
Temple Universities, in which students can view 360-degree photographs of all versions of
dorm rooms. This project was taken on by the Residential Services Advisory Board, which
has reported progress in finding an outside contractor to take the photos and publish them
to the web.
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PENN WALK AND PENN RIDE PUBLICITY
Michael Krone C19 (mkrone@sas.upenn.edu)

This project began in the Spring of 2016 and was rebooted this fall under the leadership of
Michael Krone. The goal was to publicize the walk and ride services offered by DPS and
Business Services. Michael worked with the Division of Public Safety staff, particularly
Stacy Ritchie and Kathleen Shields-Anderson, to organize a photo-shoot with Penn Walk
officers and Penn Ride vehicles. The shoot occurred in Fall 2016 with members of the UA
(Kat McKay, Jordan Andrews, Samantha Shea, and Michael Krone) and representatives from
MERT. Posters were printed with details about the programs, and were hung up in college
houses and academic buildings across campus.

VETERAN’S RESOURCE CENTER CREATION

Michael Krone C19 (mkrone@sas.upenn.edu) and Samantha Shea W18
(sshea@wharton.upenn.edu)
While some veterans’ student organizations exist on campus, such as the Wharton MBA
Vets and Penn NROTC for undergraduates, there is not a resource center for Penn
students who are veterans of military service (either in the US or other military forces
abroad). This project is still in the research phase, and Michael and Samantha are in the
process of reaching out to these student organizations as well as resource centers such as
Hillel to figure out the best course of action to meet veterans’ needs.

CAREER SERVICES HEADSHOTS
Max Grove C20 (maxgrove@sas.upenn.edu) and Kat McKay (katmckay@sas.upenn.edu)
Max and Kat worked with Pat Rose and Michael DeAngelis from Career Services to offer a
photoshoot service to students looking for professional headshots for use on networking
sites like LinkedIn. Career Services partnered with Weigle Information Center to offer
three photo sessions throughout the year. They plan to offer these sessions around three
times per semester, open to all students.


PENN FACES SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN

Jason Kim C20 (jasonks@sas.upenn.edu), and Julianne Goodman C18 W18
(jugo@wharton.upenn.edu)
This project is a collaboration among the UA, Class Board 2020, and Penn Faces. The
purpose of the project is to raise awareness that difficulties and obstacles are common
occurrences for students here at Penn, as well as the diminish the significance of "Penn
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Face" on campus. The group plans to reach out to school clubs and student leaders in order
to organize an online social media campaign in late spring 2017.

SAIL COURSES ON PENN-IN-TOUCH
Gabrielle Jackson C17 (gjacks@sas.upenn.edu) and Samantha Shea W18
(sshea@wharton.upenn.edu)
The University has adopted the model of Structured, Active, In-Class Learning (SAIL)
courses for some common classes like MATH 114 and ECON 001. Though these classes are
structurally different than regular ones, whether a class is SAIL was not indicated on
PennInTouch, which presented a problem for students who did not want to take those
classes. Professors still have to choose to notify PennInTouch that their class is SAIL, but
going forward, when Penn switches to NGSS students will be able to filter classes by SAIL
designation throughout the course selection process.

IFC UMBRELLA SCHOLARSHIPS

Max Grove C20 (maxgrove@sas.upenn.edu)
The PanHellenic Council has an umbrella scholarship for members, but the InterFraternity
Council does not. After emailing board members of IFC, it was determined that an umbrella
scholarship for fraternities is not feasible or necessary. Due to the large number of
fraternities, it would be hard to equally distribute funds. In addition, many fraternities
already have dedicated scholarships and funds. This project was handed off to SJ member
Samara Wyant to move in the direction of asking IFC and PHC to make scholarship and
dues information more readily available.

PENN STUDENT RESOURCE GRAPHIC

Jason Kim C20 (jasonks@sas.upenn.edu) and Michael Krone C19 (mkrone@sas.upenn.edu)
There were several resources that it seemed weren't well known by the student body,
particularly new students. By conducting a survey internally within the UA, Jason compiled
a list of useful resources and links for Penn students. The graphic, made by Michael Krone,
was sent by email to all undergraduate students at Penn and is posted on the UA’s website.

COURSE LEVEL ADJUSTMENT PROJECT
Jason Kim C20 (jasonks@sas.upenn.edu)

Several courses do not disclose midterm grades until the day of or before the end of the
drop period, leaving many students in difficult positions in having to decide whether to
keep the class or not. There was an idea of permitting students to be able to "drop down" a
level in a designated class. For example, students would be able to drop down from BIOL
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121 to BIOL 101, two courses that cover similar information but in different levels of
difficulty. Unfortunately, after meeting with several professors and administrative staff in
the College of Arts and Sciences, it was deemed unnecessary, as the syllabi for these
courses were too different; students that did drop down a level would not have covered the
previous information needed for them to be successful in the course. Hence, this project
has been concluded.

SDS VISIBILITY PROJECT

Gabrielle Jackson C17 (gjacks@sas.upenn.edu)
Many students have difficulties when dealing with unexpected injuries that they may have
obtained during their time at Penn. Currently, there are plans to create a UA/SDS (Student
Disability Services) guide for students with temporary injuries, so that they are aware of the
resources and services Penn can provide for them. This also helps to establish a previously
non-existing relationship between the UA and SDS.

PENNRIDE AND UBER
Brian Goldstein C20 (brgold@sas.upenn.edu)
The goal of the project was to provide Uber as an alternative to Penn Walk and PennRide
on Fridays and Saturdays from 7:00 PM – 3:00 AM, if the estimated wait time exceeds 15
minutes. Brian reached out to Penn Division of Public Safety to discuss potential pathways
for the project. Sam Shea brought up the project idea to Penn Business Services. The
project has not yet been completed and still requires a dialogue between Penn DPS,
Business Services, and student government members.

RETURN AIRPORT SHUTTLE AFTER BREAK

Maria Curry W20 C20 (mariacu@wharton.upenn.edu)
Shuttles to the Philadelphia Airport before specific breaks have continued to be organized
by the Penn UA in conjunction with Penn Transit over the past years. However, Penn
currently does not provide a system for return shuttles back from the airport after break.
This project continues to look into planning and implementing such a system - ideally it
would be free of cost for Penn students with their PennCard, and shuttles would arrive on a
regular time schedule with no prior ticket registration needed by students. This project will
continue into the next UA session.
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UA WEBSITE INPUT FORM
Kat McKay C17 (katmckay@sas.upenn.edu), Student Life Committee
Members of the Student Life committee noticed that unlike other Ivy League student
governments, the UA had no way for students to anonymously give us input or project
ideas. This lead to the creation of a feedback form on the homepage of the website, which
was promoted over the all-school listserv. Exec members have access to the back end of
the form in order to check in on submissions.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE RESOURCES

Kat McKay C17 (katmckay@sas.upenn.edu) and Samantha Shea W18
(sshea@wharton.upenn.edu)
This project was designed to create one place where a student can find resources and
answers pertaining to taking a leave of absence, whether he or she is considering taking a
leave, is on leave, or is coming back from leave. After meeting with representatives from
Active Minds and two members of the Provost's office, this project will be broken into two
steps. For the time being, there will be a new page created in the Penn Book, similar to the
Penn Bereavement page, where there will be a list of policies and resources from each
school and an FAQ section. There will also be information about non-academic aspects of a
student’s life affected by going on leave, like access to dining plans, campus residences, and
Van Pelt and other buildings.

LOWER COST FOR STI TESTING

Max Grove C20 (maxgrove@sas.upenn.edu)
Max met with Erika Gross from Student Health Services to discuss lowering the price of
STI testing and Plan B at SHS. She explained that HIV testing is already free and they still
have a similar number of people getting HIV testing and tests that have a cost; thus, a price
decrease likely wouldn't increase usage. For Plan B, SHS buys it from an outside supplier
and it is already as low as it can be. Erika said she would love to work with the UA to help
market their services in the future. She mentioned that she would specifically like to
market towards international students.

CHARGING CORDS IN VAN PELT

Max Grove C20 (maxgrove@sas.upenn.edu)
After noticing a lack of charging availability in Van Pelt Library, Max met with Sal Caputo, to
discuss adding charging cords or charging stations to the library's inventory. Mr. Caputo
ordered several permanent charging cords and they are available around Van Pelt at
various information desks.
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IMPROVING THE NSO APP AND QUAKER DAYS APP
Max Grove C20 (maxgrove@sas.upenn.edu)

Max reached out to PennLabs and the admissions office to discuss more marketing for the
Quaker Days app and the NSO app. The offices replied that they will be sure to send out
surveys after and that they already include many incentives for downloading the apps. They
will work with PennLabs once the next year's NSO and QuakerDays apps are user-friendly,
accessible, and easy to use.

PURELL FOR PENN

Brian Goldstein C20 (brgold@sas.upenn.edu)
Brian noticed that both New College House and Houston Hall did not have Purell
dispensers. He reached out to the Student Health Advisory Board and the Dining Advisory
Board to search for pathways to add more Purell dispensers to these high-traffic facilities.
With help from Lawrence Perry, Purell dispensers were added to New College House and
Houston Hall. Stay healthy everyone!

PENN WELLNESS ANNUAL FUNDING
Kat McKay C17 (katmckay@sas.upenn.edu)
In April 2016 Penn experienced another undergraduate student suicide. In response to this,
Kat met with Val Cade, Vice Provost for University Life, to discuss ways VPUL could better
support student wellness. Val committed to funding Penn Wellness, Penn’s undergraduate
umbrella organization for mental health groups, $8,000 annually. These funds are used to
promote student-driven initiatives and programming related to mental health and are
accessible to any Penn student through the Common Funding App.

IMPROVING UNIVERSITY CRISIS COMMUNICATIONS
Kat McKay C17 (katmckay@sas.upenn.edu)
Kat met with a working group that consisted of administrators from VPUL, representatives
of Active Minds and other mental health groups, and students deeply affected by student
suicide to discuss ways Penn can improve its communication with students about other
students’ deaths. The result of the group’s work is a new policy that Val Cade will email
every undergraduate student about any undergraduate student deaths.
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Social Justice
In the 2016-17 term, the Social Justice Committee worked on a variety of projects that,
highlighted the intersectional identities that comprise the Penn community, made Greek
life more accountable, hosted impactful events on social justice issues gripping the world,
and created tools to increase student civic engagement. Through the hard work of its
members, this Committee sought to advance social justice causes near and far.

Project Highlights
I AM PENN

Jordan Andrews C20 (andjor@sas.upenn.edu) and Natasha Menon C20
(namenon@sas.upenn.edu)
The “I AM PENN” project acknowledges that Penn students come from a wide array of
different backgrounds. As certain identities are often stigmatized, students can be
self-conscious about their racial backgrounds, sexual orientations, gender identities,
disabilities, religious affiliations, and socioeconomic statuses. Through a multipart video
series focusing on personal stories, the project will showcase different students’
experiences on campus given their identities and highlight the resources, organizations,
and spaces to which students can turn. Jordan and Natasha reached out to 5B umbrella
organizations and advertised the interview process, and they are planning to premiere the
finalized product in April 2017.

BEYOND THE BAN

Julianne Goodman W18 C18 (jugo@wharton.upenn.edu)
Beyond the Ban was held on February 22 in Perry World House in collaboration with
TableTalk, MSA, PASS, UMC, Impact, and AIS. The event was designed to bring different
individuals around campus together who would not interact under ordinary circumstances
to create meaningful conversation about immigration and refugees. The strong attendance
of 80+ students allowed for eight small table discussions about the issues moderated by
leaders of each co-sponsoring organization. The positive experience from the event will
promote increased dialogue and further collaboration among the individuals in attendance
and the co-sponsoring groups.
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UA/PLTV VOTER ENGAGEMENT GUIDE

Tunmise Fawole C17 (fawoleo@sas.upenn.edu), Zakya Hall C20 (zakyah@sas.upenn.edu),
Daniel Lillings C18 (pennleadsthevote@gmail.com), and Michael Krone C19
(mkrone@sas.upenn.edu)
Tunmise partnered with Penn Leads the Vote, a nonpartisan get out the vote organization,
to develop a civic engagement guide for the 2016 election. It included answers to
frequently asked questions as well as sources to get information on national, congressional,
and other non-congressional and presidential races, including details about candidates’
platforms. The guide was sent out to multiple groups including all class Facebook pages,
the Government and Politics Association, Penn Democrats, the College Houses, Penn for
Hillary, the PLTV website, UA social media platforms, and in an all-school email.

PENNVOLVEMENT

Kaylee J. Slusser C19 (kslusser@sas.upenn.edu) and Aren Raisinghani E19
(arenr@seas.upenn.edu)
Aren Raisinghani and Kaylee Slusser worked on developing a civic engagement tool,
www.pennvolvement.com, in conjunction with Penn Labs. The purpose of the site is to help
increase Penn student engagement with not only the university community, but our local
West Philadelphia community as well. The site functions as a centralized matching system,
helping Penn students find the organizations and events that match their civic engagement
interests after they input a set of interests and other criteria. Looking forward, the UA will
continue to market the tool the student body during New Student Orientation.

UA WINTER CLOTHING DRIVE

Jordan Andrews C20 (andjor@sas.upenn.edu)
In keeping with the holiday spirit of giving, Jordan led a school-wide clothing drive to
benefit local non-profit Broad Street Ministry. Broad Street Ministry is one of Penn’s
community partners through the Civic House, and they were very responsive to the
donations. In total, the clothing drive raised over 8 large bags worth of winter coats, jeans,
shirts, and personal care items.

ADVISORY BOARD FOR CAREER SERVICES

Julianne Goodman W18 C18 (jugo@wharton.upenn.edu)
Julianne met with Pat Rose, Director of Career Services, about potentially creating an
Advisory Board for Career Services. Due to the broad scope of Career Services and failed
attempts in the past, it was decided that it would be best to use other channels of
information sources such pre-professional groups and other organization's Advisory
Boards. One resolution that was determined to be helpful creating a formal partnership
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with the pre-professional business Fraternities - Alpha Kappa Psi, Delta Sigma Pi, and Pi
Gamma Nu - to help keep Career Services better updated on recruiting changes in the
investment banking and consulting industries, as much of this information is primarily
known by people in the process and varies by firm with deadlines continuously shifting
earlier. Additionally Career Services will be looking into creating a feedback form on their
website so students can more effectively communicate grievances without having to set up
an in-person meeting. Lastly, Career Services agreed to conduct a campaign during OCR
that entails placing signs throughout Locust Walk with facts such as "60% of Penn Students
do not receive their summer internship through OCR" with hopes of reducing the stress
and student reliance on OCR.

IMPROVING GREEK LIFE COST TRANSPARENCY
Samara Wyant C19 (wyantsam@sas.upenn.edu)

The goal of this project was to increase cost transparency and awareness of scholarship
availability in Greek life, and reduce stigmas surrounding socio-economic status and the
rush process. In a meeting with the President and VP of Finance for Panhellenic Council,
the UA decided that a digital or hard copy guide with information about past dues for
sororities will be sent to Potential New Members before sorority rush. Dues and
scholarships will also be mentioned by each house during rush to all PNMs to emphasize
the availability of scholarships, and each house will explain what is included (or not) in
sorority dues. Samara also met with the Interfraternity Council President and agreed that
fraternity houses will conduct a need-blind rush process and will greatly publicize
scholarships to all potential new members.

UA LEGAL SERVICES AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

Natasha Menon C20 (namenon@sas.upenn.edu) and Michael Krone C19
(mkrone@sas.upenn.edu)
The UA and GAPSA provide a free thirty-minute consultation with a lawyer to any Penn
student, but many students on campus are unaware of this service. Natasha teamed up
with the Communications Director to create a poster that was sent to various cultural
groups on campus. Natasha hung up these posters in the LGBT Center, the Women’s
Center, PAACH, La Casa Latina, Makuu, Civic House and sent the flyer to PVP, ISSS, and
UMC. Hopefully more students will think to use this service in times of need.

VOTER FEEDBACK SURVEY

Tunmise Fawole C17 (fawoleo@sas.upenn.edu) and Zakya Hall C17 (zakyah@sas.upenn.edu)
Tunmise partnered with Zakya from Penn Leads the Vote to create a voter feedback survey
to learn more about student experiences voting in the 2016 election. The findings will be
shared with the Office of Government and Community Affairs, which oversees voting at
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Penn to help inform voter initiatives and voter engagement strategies for upcoming
elections.

CHARGING STATIONS IN STARBUCKS

Jordan Andrews C20 (andjor@sas.upenn.edu)
Although many students study in the Starbucks in 1920 Commons, there are only a few
outlets for charging electronic devices, and all are located on the periphery of the space.
Recognizing the need for more charging stations in the main area of Starbucks, Jordan got
in touch with the 1920 Commons Retail Manager, Kyle Grizzard, and Penn Dining’s Director
of Hospitality Services, Pamela Lampitt. Kyle agreed with the concern, and Pam confirmed
that Penn Dining will be investigating this as a summer project.

ALTERNATIVE FUNDING GUIDE
Jordan Andrews C20 (andjor@sas.upenn.edu)
Jordan found that many Penn students spend their summers pursuing unpaid internships
and pre-professional programming, which can be a rewarding but expensive few months.
Although Career Services, Penn Global, PURM, and Student Financial Services do a great
job of advertising resources for students to find grants, scholarships, and aid money,
Jordan recognized the need for a centralized and up-to-date resource for students to
search for opportunities. Having spoken with SRFS Communications Director Karen
Hamilton, Jordan will be partnering with SRFS to create a linked website on which student
workers in the aforementioned departments can keep opportunities for their respective
departments updated.

BON APPETIT EMPLOYEE NAMETAGS

Natasha Menon C20 (namenon@sas.upenn.edu)
In an effort to foster a friendlier community in the dining halls at Penn, Natasha reached
out to Pamela Lampitt, the Director of Hospitality Services, and Stephen Scardina, the
Resident District Manager of Bon Appetit to get name tags for the Bon Appetit employees.
Mr. Scardina responded that while name tags are one of the items that employees are most
likely to lose or misplace, he has ordered 500 new name tags for the employees to wear. By
putting a name to the face, Natasha hopes that students will interact more with the staff
that serves them every day.
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DINING HALL STAFF FEATURES

Natasha Menon C20 (namenon@sas.upenn.edu)
To cultivate a welcoming environment in the dining halls, Natasha wanted to post features
biweekly or monthly of different dining hall staff that students could read. However, after
reaching out to Pamela Lampitt, the Director of Hospitality Services, she found out that
there may be legal issues with this project. Instead, the Dining Advisory Board will put up
recipe highlights in the NCH, Hillel, 1920 Commons, and King’s Court dining halls and
potentially create a poster acknowledging the work of the dining staff.

RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCE SURVEY

Samara Wyant C19 (wyantsam@sas.upenn.edu)
The goal of this ongoing project is to allow for more flexibility for students to practice and
observe religious holidays in regards to coursework and class requirements. Samara
conducted a survey of students to find out what aspects of religious observance have been
most difficult and where they have had conflicts with classes or professors. Using this data,
she emailed the Director and Deputy Director of New Student Orientation to find a way to
include information about religious policies in the Thrive at Penn videos so incoming
students will be more informed about their religious rights. She also reached out to the
Associate Chaplain about setting up a meeting to discuss next steps.

IFC NEW MEMBER SEXUAL EDUCATIONAL TRAINING
Justin Hopkins C18 (justh@sas.upenn.edu)

After meeting several times with the IFC President Bradley Freeman, IFC agreed to change
its sexual education policy so that 100% of each incoming pledge class is required to
attend sexual education programs. Instead of occurring in large lecture rooms in
Huntsman, these presentations will now take place in fraternities. This policy supplements
another new sexual education measure. Fraternities will publish what percentage of their
new member class attended MARS (Men Against Rape and Sexual Assault) programming in
the Daily Pennsylvanian.

INTER-GROUP EDUCATION

Aimee Knaus C17 W17 (aknaus@wharton.upenn.edu)
Many Penn students choose to join groups where they can teach people about a cause they
are passionate about. The goal of this project is to help student groups whose mission is to
educate reach a wider audience, expanding their influence. Aimee found a few
education-oriented groups who are willing to host teach-ins for others. Students for
Justice in Palestine hosted an educational presentation at the UMC. A survey will be sent
out after the pilot is conducted to members of the group to assess its usefulness.
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UA Events
The UA helped co-host and sponsor a range of events this year. These events sought to
bring students to come together to combat issues related to mental health, promote
diverse leadership, and combat interpersonal violence.
Below are descriptions of the key events we hosted.

Mental Health forum with the DP and Penn Wellness, 4/29/16
After a student suicide in April 2016, the UA’s leadership met with leaders from the DP,
Penn Wellness, and staff from VPUL to discuss ways we could bring students together and
get their input on how to improve the campus mental health climate. We hosted a
community forum during spring reading days that was attended by high-ranking
administrators, including the Vice Provost for University Life, Val Cade. Students from
across campus came to share their experiences with support networks and CAPS in
particular. As a result of the forum, UA President Kat McKay worked with VPUL to shape a
new policy for university communications regarding student deaths.
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NSO Ice Cream Social with CAPS, 9/3/16
During New Student Orientation the UA partnered with CAPS and Penn Wellness to host
an ice cream social on College Green. We handed out copies of the Peer Community
Wellness Guide (see page x), stress balls, and pamphlets with information about how to
cope with stress. The event was intended to de-stigmatize CAPS and talking about mental
health and was focused on reaching new students.

Chalk out Stigma, 9/8/16
The UA worked with Active Minds and the four Class Boards to “chalk out stigma” for
National Suicide Prevention Day. We wrote inspiring messages of resilience and positivity
across campus to reaffirm that struggle is normal and that we all deserve to be part of
supportive communities!
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Penn Community Night, 11/16/16
On Friday, November 11th, Black freshmen were subjected to racist and hateful attacks over
GroupMe. The incident was deeply upsetting and had a major affect on the campus
community. As part of our response to the attack, the UA co-hosted Penn Community
Night with the four Class Boards. The intention of the event was to bring people together
with games, music, and comfort food. Over 800 students came out to attend.

Anahuac University Exchange, 12/11/16
The UA hosted student government representatives and their advisors from Anahuac
University in Mexico City for an exchange. We talked about how our schools organize
student activities and best practices. Kite and Key also gave the group a tour of campus.
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State of the School, 2/8/17
The Nominations and Elections Committee hosted the annual State of the School in early
February. Kat and leaders from the other 5 branches of student government discussed
issues ranging from diversity in PSG to interpersonal violence in Greek life during a panel
q&a.

Harnwell Leadership Series, 2/16/17
Members of the Executive Board presented to Harnwell residents about the UA for
Harnwell’s leadership roundtable speaker series. They outlined how to join the UA, how the
UA is structured, and what types of initiatives the UA pursues on behalf of the student
body. The event’s participants said that this was a great way for the UA to meet students
where they are and connect with them about our work.

Improving Campus Culture: A Discussion of Student Safety, Interpersonal Violence
and Substance Use, 2/23/17
Treasurer Michelle Xu and University Honor Council Chair Christopher D’Urso (C18) are the
undergraduate representatives on the Task Force on a Safe and Responsible Campus
Community, formed by the President and Provost in the wake of misogynist fraternity
messages directed at freshmen women. Michelle and Chris, along with the tri-chairs of the
task force, members of the DP, and members of GAPSA, organized a panel and town hall for
students to discuss issues related to student social culture. Vice Provost for Education Beth
Winkelstein, Vice Provost for University Life Val Cade, and Vice President for Public Safety
Maureen Rush all attended. The conversations students had at the forum will inform the
task force’s recommendations to the Provost and President.
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Communications Report
Michael Krone, C19 (mkrone@sas.upenn.edu)
Over the course of the 44th Session, the Communications Team sought to improve
communication internally within the UA and externally to the student body-at-large. This
was accomplished by optimizing our social media output (on Facebook and Twitter),
improving our relationship with The Daily Pennsylvanian, and creating eye-catching
graphics to publicize UA projects and lesser-known student resources.
On Facebook this year, we improved our “likes” from 1366 to nearly 1700, an improvement
of 25%. This was accomplished through the use of a social media contest sponsored by the
Penn Bookstore and Kitchen Gia early in the Fall semester, as well as the promotion of UA
Members of the Week, project highlights and publicity, links to campus Facebook events,
and promotion of the weekly minutes.
In regard to The DP, we are constantly working with writers and editorial staff to make sure
that UA initiatives are covered. Members of the UA were also featured in an article in 34th

Street in which they talked about their UA experiences. Internally, members of the
Communications Team send a daily digest of DP articles organized by committee relevance
to the UA body. A list of articles that feature UA members and projects is attached to this
report.
Finally, the Communications team produced many posters and infographics to advertise
projects and services from the UA. Examples of these include a Voter Resource graphic,
Meatless Mondays poster, XCAT Guide, TA Guide to Penn Undergraduate Life, Penn Quick
Clicks graphic, and many more. The Communications Team is comprised of Jordan
Andrews (C20), Max Grove (C20) and Elena Hoffman (C20).

List of DP Articles, organized by date:
BREAKING: McKay and Park win UA elections – 4/1/2016
Q&A with new UA leaders Kat McKay and Sola Park – 4/7/2016
Penn Wellness to receive $8000 budget for upcoming year – 6/23/2016
Penn has a new policy for announcing student deaths - 9/28/16
Here’s everything happening at Penn for Thanksgiving – 11/21/2016
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This new Penn website will personally find you community service opportunities –
12/6/2016
Here’s who will lead the search for Penn’s next provost – 1/10/2017
The price of hidden course costs at Penn – 1/25/2017
Career Services to provide business attire for low-income students – 2/05/2017
UA: Passion for People and Policy – 34th Street – 2/9/2017
UA resolution to solve member retention problem passed but not implemented –
2/12/2017
UA leaders say they have little involvement in commencement speaker selection –
2/13/2017
PennFirst, UA VP push for expanded application fee waiver availability – 2/19/2017
Tuition is increasing again this year – but UA members tried to stop it – 2/20/2017
Program pairs English Language Program students with Penn students for mutual language
learning – 2/22/2017
Three Penn students headed to Colombia this month to mingle with Nobel laureates –
2/22/2017
New UA budget will make Class Board events like Hey Day more accessible to low-income
students – 3/1/2017
New rules change cub recruitment - 3/28/17
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Special Projects
The UA worked on multiple special, collaborative projects this year. Here are some
highlights.

Peer Community Wellness Guide
The UA worked with Penn Wellness, the umbrella group for wellness-oriented student
groups, and the Penn Undergraduate Healthcare Coalition (PUHC), to create a peer
community wellness guide in partnership with Student Health. The guide, which was
distributed in person and online, highlighted student-driven resources across campus
related to mental health.

Course Costs White Paper
The UA worked with SCUE and PennFirst to create a guide to reducing course costs for the
Council of Undergraduate Deans. The Deans distributed the white paper and a 4-point
summary to their faculty. The goal of this project, which has been conducted through CUD,
is to ensure that every student at Penn has equal access to all classes and courses of study,
regardless of her socioeconomic background. As a result of this initiative the School of
Engineering added an assessment of course costs, including lab fees, to their course review
and approval process.

Got Consent? Campaign
Members of the Executive Board partnered with ASAP (Abuse and Sexual Assault
Prevention) to participate in their annual Got Consent? Campaign. Student leaders across
campus sign a pledge not to engage in or enable interpersonal violence. We shared our
definition of consent: “Consent is a mutual, enthusiastic, and affirmative decision. It is not
inferred or assumed.
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Peer Community Wellness Guide
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Course Cost
Recommendations
Executive Summary for the Council of Undergraduate Deans

Costs associated with coursework create a financial burden for students that is
experienced most acutely by those with low-income backgrounds. This can disincentivize
low-income students from taking certain classes or pursuing certain tracks of study. There
is a lack of awareness among faculty across all four undergraduate schools about these
non-tuition, additional costs.
Penn First, SCUE and the UA believe that students should have equal access to all courses,
and that no student should feel unable to pursue a certain educational experience or be
disadvantaged in a course simply because of his or her economic background. Once a
student arrives at Penn, that student should be able and encouraged to make the most of
what a Penn education has to offer.
We encourage faculty to evaluate what costs students are required to bear in order to take
their classes, and to assess if there are ways of making learning resources, materials, and
experiences more accessible to students from all economic backgrounds. Increasing
transparency around costs associated with courses before registration, generally
decreasing these costs where possible, and working with financial aid to assist those in
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need with these costs on more than a case-by-case basis will make a huge difference for
students. We really appreciate your support in helping increase transparency related to
course costs and decreasing the costs students face throughout their Penn academic
experience.

Survey Results
A survey about the issue of course costs was sent by email to all students. The results,
which were anonymous, are summarized in the table below. We cleaned the data to make
sure there were no repeat or irrelevant submissions.

Number of Responses

560

Took course with fee(s) that they WERE aware of before registering

46.1%

Took course with fee(s) that they WERE NOT aware of before registering

79.3%

We broke the issue of course costs into those that students were aware of before
registration, and those that were unexpected or that students became aware of after the
Advanced Registration period. Course costs that can be known ahead of time include lab
and studio fees, textbook and material costs, and certain other school or program-specific
costs. Course costs that are not known before registration include transportation off-site
for mandatory field trips or field study, textbooks, online course codes, and other programs
or materials.
Common costs across all schools, both expected and unexpected, were for:
●

Lab, studio and simulation fees

●

Printing costs, especially in courses where computers are prohibited and so
materials must be printed and brought to class

●

Course packs (physical, spiral bound aggregations of a course’s readings)

●

Online access codes and online lab notebooks

●

Subscription fees

●

Entrance fees and trips

●

Materials for fine arts classes, nursing classes, and architecture classes
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Problems
1.

There is little transparency for students around course costs.
a. Fees that students were not aware of before registering are largely a problem
due to syllabi not being listed on Penn inTouch during the registration
period. This can cause stress and confusion early in the semester when
students need to switch classes or struggle to fund their expenses.
b. It is more difficult for low-income students to work with their financial aid
advisors to receive assistance in covering course costs if they do not know
about those costs ahead of time.

2. There is no review process for professors when assigning costs associated with the
courses that they teach.
a. Some faculty require the newest version of a textbook every semester they
teach a class, even if the textbook content has not changed substantially.
This prevents students from being able to buy used textbooks and limits their
ability to resell the book.
3. Student Financial Services gets involved with helping cover course costs on a
case-by-case basis, and thus the level of aid and overall experience of lower-income
students in addressing this issue varies greatly.
a. It is common for low-income students to approach Student Financial
Services for assistance in these situations, but the process for helping these
students is not well standardized and can vary from advisor to advisor. This
is stressful and confusing for students.
b. Some programs have higher costs (e.g. STEM, pre-med, fine arts, Nursing)
and so are problematic and disincentivizing for low-income students.
Students of all economic backgrounds can feel penalized for, or discouraged
from, pursuing tracks that are associated with high additional costs.
c. For some low-income students, high opportunity cost drives them to work
extra work-study hours as opposed to going to office hours or studying for
classes, just to be able to afford the high out-of-pocket cost of their Penn
education.
4. New students lack awareness on how to develop a personal budget in order to
manage course costs.
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Recommendations
1.

To increase transparency for students, we recommend that syllabi for every course
are uploaded to Penn inTouch, and that costs associated with a course are included
clearly on the syllabus.

2. We recommend that all faculty be formally directed to consider out-of-pocket costs
for students in their courses with the intent of determining whether there is a
cheaper alternative that can be offered. This will encourage mindfulness around the
value added by each course cost, and may lead to faculty independently controlling
these costs.
a. There is plenty of free technology available that provides an equal, if not
superior, learning experience for students, and departments should push the
use of these technologies over similar ones that cost money. Examples of this
are: using “Poll Everywhere” instead of clickers to track attendance and
offering on-paper homework options as an alternative to Pearson MyLab
products.
b. Where possible, we encourage professors to especially consider costs that
are directly tied to the final grade that a student will receive, where no
cheaper alternative exists. We understand that this is unavoidable in some
departments, especially for labs, studios, fieldwork or clinicals where
materials and travel costs are essential to the educational experience.
However, we encourage each faculty member to carefully consider the
educational value added for each item that costs additional money for
students.
c. We discourage any practice that could be seen as “buying a grade”, such as
field trips or software that can be used for extra credit.
d. We recommend faculty use older versions of textbooks whenever possible so
that students can buy cheaper versions of textbooks online or off of each
other. We also recommend working with library staff to ensure that copies of
all assigned textbooks or readings are available on campus.
3. In order to control course costs in the future, we recommend incorporating a
review of the costs associated with each course and the educational value they add
into each undergraduate school’s curriculum review process.
a. We recommend that the Deans of each undergraduate school report back to
CUD with their experiences in order to compile best practices and to receive
feedback.
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4. We encourage Student Financial Services to work with low-income students to
create a systematic way to address non-tuition academics-related costs.
a. We encourage SFS to offer training for academic advisors on what policies
are in place for specific situations order to standardize best practices.
b. We encourage SFS to give aid proactively rather than issue refunds
retroactively. The out-of-pocket upfront payments for programs such as the
Wharton Industry Exploration Program are very difficult for some students
to afford, and creates either an unfair barrier to entry or undue stress when
waiting for the refund to arrive.
5. Penn First, SCUE and the UA will continue to collaborate to ease the transition to
Penn for new low-income students. This may involve creating guides and resources
to assist new low-income students in how to personally budget for Penn, work with
SFS, and ensure that all academic opportunities are accessible, regardless of their
economic background.

Presented to CUD November 30, 2016
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ASAP’s Got Consent? Campaign
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Membership
Executive Board
President: Kat McKay, C17
Vice President: Sola Park, C18
Speaker: Riad Hamade, E17 C17
Treasurer: Michelle Xu, C18
Secretary: Jay Shah, C19

Cabinet
Academic Initiatives Committee Director: Naomi Kadish, C18
Dining, Sustainability, and Facilities Committee Director: Kyle O’Neil, E18
Student Life Committee Director: Samantha Shea, W18
Social Justice Committee Director: Justin Hopkins, C18
Communications Director: Michael Krone, C19
Speaker Pro Tempore and Chief of Staff: Eric Tepper, C17
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College Representatives

New Student Representatives

Taylor Becker, C17

Jordan Andrews, C20

Tunmise Fawole, C17

Max Grove, C20

Sam Iacobellis, C17

Brian Goldstein, C20

Gabrielle Jackson, C17

Elena Hoffman, C20

Calvary Rogers, C19

Jason Kim, C20

Kaylee Slusser, C19

William Kwok, W20

Kevin Myers, C19

Natasha Menon, C20

Samara Wyant, C19

Hong Nguyen, W20

Engineering Representatives

Associate Members

Kanishka Rao, E18 W18

Maria Curry, W20 C20
Simon Miller, C20

Wharton Representatives

Michelle Lu, C20

Julianne Goodman, W18 C18

Aliya Farmanali, C19

Aimee Knaus, W17 C17

Santosh Nori, C19

Nile Nwogu, W19

Anjali Mahadevia, W19

Nursing Representative
Ian Jeong, N17
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UA Steering Member Directory
Asian Pacific Student Coalition:
Yen-Yen Gao (zigao@wharton.upenn.edu)
Assembly of International Students:
Anny Hu (hutianz@sas.upenn.edu)
Class Board 2017:
Darren Tomasso (dtomasso@sas.upenn.edu)
Class Board 2018:
Makayla Reynolds (makaylar@sas.upenn.edu)
Class Board 2019:
Aren Raisinghani (arenr@seas.upenn.edu)
Class Board 2020:
Karim El-Sewedy (karimels@wharton.upenn.edu)
College Dean’s Advisory Board:
Arjun Malik (arjunma@sas.upenn.edu)
Daily Pennsylvanian:
Colin Henderson (henderson@thedp.com)
Engineering Student Activities Council:
Meghavi Talati (mtalati@seas.upenn.edu)
Hillel:
Katie Hartman (khartma@sas.upenn.edu)
Interfraternity Council:
Steve Acchione (stevenacchione@gmail.com)
Kite and Key:
Meredith Kline (klinem@sas.upenn.edu)
Lambda Alliance:
Cody Smith (codysm@sas.upenn.edu)
Latinx Coalition:
Ramon Garcia Gomez (ramong@sas.upenn.edu)
Medical Emergency Response Team:
Cary Anne Kane (administration@pennmert.org)
Intercultural Greek Council:
Kevin Park (kparkk@wharton.upenn.edu)
Nominations and Elections Committee:
David Scollan (chair@penn-nec.org)
Panhellenic Council:
Isabel Solares (isabelsol95@gmail.com)
Penn Association for Gender Equity:
Brianna Krejci (krejcib@sas.upenn.edu)
Penn Democrats:
Hannah Fagin (outreach@penndems.org)
Penn Newman:
Andrea Pascual (pascuala@wharton.upenn.edu)
Penn Political Coalition:
Andrew Klimaszewski (alima@sas.upenn.edu)
PUHC:
Mounika Kanneganti (mounikak@sas.upenn.edu)
Penn Wellness:
Peter Moon (pennwellness@gmail.com)
Performing Arts Council:
Sarah Zerod (tace.chair@gmail.com)
PRISM:
Eric Tepper (etepper@sas.upenn.edu)
Quarterdeck Society (NROTC):
Jacquelyn Stokes (stokesja@seas.upenn.edu)
SPEC:
Spencer Winston (spencer@specevents.net)
Student Activities Council:
Jeremy Cohen (jerco@sas.upenn.edu)
Student Athlete Advisory Committee:
Carter Thompson (carterth@sas.upenn.edu)
Student Committee on Undergraduate Education:
Jane Xiao (janexiao@sas.upenn.edu)
Student Sustainability Association at Penn:
Gavriela Reiter (greiter@sas.upenn.edu)
Tangible Change:
Ashna Bhatia (ashnab@wharton.upenn.edu)
Transfer Student Organization:
Vasil Hlinka (hlinka@wharton.upenn.edu)
UMOJA:
Tunmise Fawole (fawole@sas.upenn.edu)
United Minorities Council:
Will Wang (wangwi@wharton.upenn.edu)
University Honor Council:
Abhishek Rao (abroa@wharton.upenn.edu)
Wharton Council:
Erina Shan (eshan@sas.upenn.edu)
Wharton Dean’s Advisory Board:
Rob Warshaw (rwarshaw@wharton.upenn.edu)
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